Transfer Tray P 7032, F60
Transfer Tray P 7032, F60
This unit was designed for flush built-in into cash desks. It is
intended for indoor use in banks, porters’ offices and other cash
areas. Due to its flat construction, it can be set in everywhere
there, where only a low built-in height is available. Included in
delivery is a sealing brush in order to ensure that the unit is
rather free of draught.
Security
P 7032 has been tested in fire-resistance classification F60
following* DIN 4102-2 and 4102-5. On request we send you
the examination report.
* A division of the transfer tray construction into a fire-resistant classification
according to the above stated norm is formally not possible as these norms do
not foresee any classification scheme for transfer trays.

Operation
The unit is operated manually. Money carriage and counter
moving cover plate lock in their end positions. Unlocking is
possible by pushing the slide control next to the handle.
Construction and finish
Robust steel construction with long-living and maintenance-free
mechanics. Cover frame and counter moving cover plate with
abrasion-resistant structure lacquering (RAL 9005, Jet black).
The money carriage with inserted plate is made of stainless
steel.
Installation
The unit can be inserted from above into the prepared cut-out
of the counter. In order to build in the unit completely flush with
the counter, the desk plate can be milled.
The unit has to be supported by e.g. consoles to make sure that
the whole weight does not burden on the cover frame.
It should be also possible to dismantle the unit in case of later
repairs and maintenance work will be necessary.

Scope of delivery (Item No.: 100732)
Transfer Tray P 7032, F60 - Standard Jet black
Inserted stainless steel plate, removable
Sealing brush to close the gap between cover
plate and glass frame
Intercommunication system
We recommend our Intercom System Delta 2.0 to
allow customer-friendly communication between
operator and customer.
Possible variants
P 7032/VA, frame and counter moving cover
plate covered with stainless steel V2a brushed
(Item No.: 103768)
Possible are also combinations of the above
mentioned units as well as units for thicker walls
or with special dimensions, different colours and
materials.
Please contact us!
Security:
Fire-resistance F60 following* DIN 4102-2
and DIN 4102-5
Bulletproof following DIN EN 1522: FB4-NS
Cash desk cut-out:
W x D = 577x 527 mm
Outer dimensions:
W x H x D = 590 x 159 x 540 mm
Inner clearance:
W x H x D = 384 x 86 x 274 mm
With inserted plate H = 30 mm
Required information for order:
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